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Commencing with a brief survey of Lie-group theory and differential equations
evolving on Lie groups, we describe a number of numerical algorithms designed to
respect Lie-group structure: Runge–Kutta–Munthe-Kaas schemes, Fer and Magnus
expansions. This is followed by derivation of the computational cost of Fer and
Magnus expansions, whose conclusion is that for order four, six, and eight an
appropriately discretized Magnus method is always cheaper than a Fer method of
the same order. Each Lie-group method of the kind surveyed in this paper requires
the computation of a matrix exponential. Classical methods, e.g., Krylov-subspace
and rational approximants, may fail to map elements in a Lie algebra to a Lie
group. Therefore we survey a number of approximants based on the splitting
approach and demonstrate that their cost is compatible (and often superior) to
classical methods. © 2002 Elsevier Science (USA)
1. INTRODUCTION
A central goal of classical numerical analysis is to design, implement,
and analyse computational algorithms that cater for a wide range of
problems. Thus, for example, even a brief perusal of any standard numeri-
cal library will reveal subroutines and software packages intended for ‘‘all’’
initial-value problems for ordinary differential equations, say. Needless to
say, no realistic method can exist in a world devoid of restriction: unless a
(local) Lipschitz condition is satisfied, existence and uniqueness of the exact
solution cannot be assured. Further conditions need be imposed to derive
meaningful criteria about the performance of numerical methods and it is
customary to assume that the underlying differential system is sufficiently
smooth and that its sensitivity to small perturbations (often phrased in the
terminology of Lyapunov exponents) is not too acute. Complexity analysis
follows along similar lines and its broad framework is provided by defining
a function class in terms of smoothness (hence, confining functions to a
function space, typically a Sobolev space) and restrictions on the size of
Lipschitz constants (Werschultz, 1991).
The last few years have witnessed the emergence of an alternative para-
digm of scientific computing, emphasizing the imperative to discretise
differential equations whilst respecting their known qualitative features.
The goal of the new approach, often termed geometric integration, is to
fashion a seamless link between pure-mathematical analysis of differential
equations and their computation. The benefits of geometric integration
range far beyond producing solutions that inherit more ‘‘correct’’ structure
and they include superior immunity to the accumulation of numerical
error, recovery of the right dynamical behaviour of the underlying equation
and invariance of quantities which are relevant to the mathematical model
in science or engineering from which our differential system originates
(Budd and Iserles, 1999; Iserles, 1996).
Generically, we can think about two broad types of ‘‘qualitative’’
features: asymptotic behaviour and invariants. The importance of asymp-
totic behaviour under discretization has been recognized since the dawn
of computer era. More recently, incorporating ideas from the theory of
nonlinear dynamical systems, the retention of correct asymptotics under
discretization has been put into a firm and impressive theoretical frame-
work (Stuart and Humphries, 1996). Matters are considerably more com-
plicated insofar as the retention of invariants is concerned and the
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underlying theory is in a considerably more tentative stag. Given the
differential system
yŒ=f(t, y), t \ 0, y(t0)=y0, (1.1)
which might be ordinary or partial, we can distinguish among different
families of invariants (Budd and Iserles, 1999). First, conservation laws,
invariants that apply to the solution y itself, of the form I(y(t))=const;
second, differential invariants that act on the derivative (e.g., Lie-group
symmetries); and third, invariants that apply to linear functionals acting on
the derivative or, with greater abstraction, involve the cotangent bundle of
some manifold, an example being the symplectic form of a Hamiltonian
system. In the sequel we focus our attention on the first type of invariants,
conservation laws.
It is important to bear in mind that conservation laws are all about the
geometry of the configuration space of allowed solutions. In the classical
numerical scheme of things the discretization evolves in a Euclidean space
Rm but the presence of a conservation law restricts it to the manifold
M={x ¥ Rm : I(x)=I(y0)}. Given our understandable reluctance to
develop a separate theory for each and every smooth manifoldM, we need
to classify these constructs into classes that share convenient structural
features and lend themselves to a similar type of analytic and numerical
treatment. By implication, we classify systems (1.1) into classes, a standard
device of complexity theory. Yet, it is essential to emphasise a crucial
difference: our classification is primarily geometrical, rather than analytic.
Needless to say, at the end of the day we need to specify also analytic
features of the function f but, in the broader scheme of things, this plays a
distinctively subsidiary role.
The point of departure for our classification of conservation laws is the
introduction of Lie groups. In Section 2 we review this construct and
describe ordinary differential equations that evolve on Lie groups and
several methods for their solution. All such methods share similar basic
approach, which is represented pictorially in the following diagram:
yN
Lie-group equation
yN+1
‡
Lie-algebraic method
…
sN ||||||||||0 sN+1
Lie-algebraic equation
(1.2)
The Lie-group equation is first lifted into the underlying Lie algebra, solved
there and ultimately the solution is mapped back to the Lie group. The
main reason for the efficacy of this procedure is that it is considerably
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easier to respect the structure of a Lie algebra under discretization, since it
is a linear space.
Many important differential equations evolve on Lie groups. Yet, the
importance of Lie-group solvers is significantly greater since they can be
generalized to equations evolving in homogeneous spaces. This is explained
in Section 2.
Having laid the theoretical foundations, we describe in Section 3 a
number of Lie-group solvers: Runge–Kutta–Munthe-Kaas methods,Magnus
and Fer expansions.
Section 4 is devoted to our preliminary investigation of complexity and
computational cost in the setting of Magnus and Fer expansions. Our
purpose in that section is primarily to set the general framework. The spe-
cific issue is the comparison of a number of distinct combinations of
Magnus and Fer expansions in terms of their computational cost.
The mapping from a Lie algebra to a Lie group is typically (in finitely
dimensional spaces) the familiar matrix exponential, whose evaluation and
complexity are the theme of Section 5. Although the approximation of
exp A, where A is a square matrix, is familiar to most numerical analysts,
our goal is distinguished in one crucial detail: the approximation must map
the Lie algebra to the Lie group, otherwise the whole purpose of the com-
putation will be defeated. With important exceptions, this rules out rational
approximants.
In Section 6 we conclude our narrative, sketching goalposts for future
work.
Throughout this paper we are emphasizing the role of the exponential
map. It is important to mention that the exponential is not the only useful
coordinate map from a Lie algebra to a Lie group. Other significant
examples include Cayley transforms and canonical coordinates of the
second kind (Varadarajan, 1984).
It is in the nature of a preliminary foray into complexity theory of
Lie-group methods that the exposition of partly expository kind: salient
elements of Lie-group theory and of geometric integration, although
available elsewhere, will be new to many complexity theorists. It is also
natural, that our analysis leaves many questions unanswered and that,
in a fast-developing subject, it necessarily lags behind the algorithmic
development of the discipline.
2. LIE GROUPS AND LIE-GROUPS EQUATIONS
2.1. Lie Groups and Lie Algebras
Although the definitions of a Lie-group and a Lie algebra are likely to be
familiar, we commence our brief survey of the Lie theory from the very
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beginning, both to remind the reader and to establish common terminology
and notation. Excellent sources for the material of this section are (Carter
et al., 1995; Olver, 1995, Onischik, 1993, Varadarajan, 1984) and, insofar as
differential topology is concerned (Guillemin and Pollack, 1974).
We say that the manifold G is a Lie group if it forms a group with respect
to a binary operation G×GQ G, so that multiplication and inverse are
continuous in the topology of the manifold. Familiar examples of Lie
groups are
(1) The general linear group GL(n; F) of all nonsingular n×n matrices
over the field F (typically, F=R or F=C);
(2) The special linear group SL(n; F) of all X ¥GL(n; F) such that
det X=1;
(3) The orthogonal group O(n; F) of all X ¥GL(n; F) such that
XXT=1;
(4) The special orthogonal group SO(n; F)=O(n; F) 5 SL(n; F);
(5) The symplectic group Sp(n) of all matrices X ¥GL(2n; R) such
that XJXT=J, where J=[ O− I
I
O];
(6) The group DiffN of all diffeomorphisms from the smooth mani-
foldN onto itself. DiffN is an example of an infinite-dimensional group,
outside the scope of our paper.
We assume in the sequel that F is of zero characteristic: thus, for example,
the modular group SL(n; Z) is banned. The reason is that ultimately our
concern is with differential equations that evolve on G. Note for further
reference that, except for DiffN, all our examples consist of matrix
groups.
A critical feature in describing differential equations evolving on a
smooth manifold M is the structure of its tangent spaces TM|X, X ¥M,
and of the tangent bundle TM=1X ¥M TM|X. A distinguishing feature of a
matrix Lie group is that, once the tangent space at the identity, g :=TG| Id,
is known, it is true that TG|X=gX and TG=gG. This allows an easy
description of vector fields (hence, of differential equations) evolving in G
and underscores the fundamental importance of g. Fortunately, the set g
possesses a great deal of structure, since it is a Lie algebra: a linear space
closed with respect to an anti-symmetric binary operation [ · , · ]: g×gQ g:
[A, B] ¥ g, [A, B]+[B, A]=O, A, B ¥ g,
[A, [B, C]]+[B, [C, A]]+[C, [A, B]]=O,
A, B, C ¥ g (the Jacobi identity).
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Examples of Lie algebras include
(1) The Lie algebra of GL(n; F) is gl(n; F), the set of all n×n matrices
over F;
(2) The Lie algebra of SL(n; F) is sl(n; F), the set of all matrices in
gl(n; F) with zero trace;
(3) The Lie algebra of both O(n; F) and SO(n; F) is so(n; F), the set
of all skew-symmetric matrices in gl(n; F);
(4) The Lie algebra corresponding to Sp(n) is sp(n), the set of all
A ¥ gl(2n; R) such that AJ+JAT=O.
Note that all the above are matrix Lie algebras (subalgebras of gl(n; F)
for some n ¥N). This is not an accident since, by the Ado theorem, every
finite-dimensional Lie algebra is isomorphic to a matrix Lie algebra. Given
that we are interested in computation, it is natural to restrict attention to
finite dimensions. This is accompanied by a very welcome loss of general-
ity: the anti-symmetric binary operation is now nothing else but the stan-
dard additive commutator [X, Y]=XY−YX.
An important feature of a Lie group is that there exists a natural map
exp taking g to G. Although called the exponential map, its determination
for a general group might require the solution of a differential equation.
However, whenever the underlying Lie algebra is matricial, the map
justifies its name, coinciding with the familiar exponential of a matrix.
It should be borne in mind that exp(g) ı G and it might well happen that
exp(g) is a proper subset of G. An example is implicit in the statement that
so(n; F) is the Lie algebra of both O(n; F) and SO(n; F). A more profound
example is that not every point in SL(2; R) can be attained as an exponen-
tial of a matrix from sl(2; R). This does not represent any significant
restriction on the application of the exponential map in the context of
Lie-group methods, except that sometimes the step-size of the underlying
time-stepping scheme might need to be restricted.
2.2. Lie-Group Equations
Having described the tangent bundle over G, it is trivial to observe that
every differential equation evolving in a Lie group can be written in the
form
YŒ=A(t, Y) Y, t \ t0, Y(t0)=Y0 ¥ G, (2.1)
where A: [t0,.)×GQ g. In addition, A should be locally Lipschitz (to
ensure existence and uniqueness) and, insofar as discretization methods are
concerned, it makes sense to endow it with more demanding smoothness
attributes.
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Equations (2.1), often under disguise, feature in a variety of applications,
for example
SL(n; R): Volume conservation, Riccati systems, Sturm–Liouville
problems;
O(n; R): Rigid mechanics, computation of Lyapunov exponents,
control theory, numerical linear algebra;
SO(3, 1; R): Relativity theory;
SU(n; C): Quantum mechanics;
Sp(n): Hamiltonian mechanics.
To lift the flow Y(t) from the Lie group G consistently with the diagram
(1.2), we let Y(t)=exp(G(t)) Y0, where G(t) evolves in g. (There are alter-
natives to the exponential for some Lie groups, e.g., a Cayley transform can
be used with O(n; R) or Sp(n).) This converts the Lie-group Eq. (2.1) to the
Lie-algebra equation
GŒ=dexp−1G A(t, eGY0), t \ t0, G(t0)=O, (2.2)
where the dexpinv operator dexp−1G is defined as
dexp−1G C=
adG
eadG−1
C=C
.
l=0
Bl
l !
ad lG C
(Hausdorff, 1906). Here {Bl}l ¥ Z+ are Bernoulli numbers, while the adjoint
operator adG is defined by iterated commutation,
ad lG C=3C, l=0,[G, ad l−1G C], l ¥N.
Once (2.2) has been discretized, the value of G at the new time step is
translated to G with the exponential map.
2.3. Homogeneous Spaces
Suppose that, given a smooth manifoldM, there exist a Lie group G and
a map l: G×MQM such that l(X1, l(X2, y))=l(X1X2, y) for every X1,
X2 ¥ G, y ¥M and l(1, y)=y for all y ¥M. In that case we say that G acts
on M and that l is a group action. A group action is transitive if for every
y1, y2 ¥M there exists X ¥ G such that l(X, y1)=y2. A manifold that
admits a transitive group action is called a homogeneous space.
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Many important conservation laws can be described as an evolution
restricted to a homogeneous space. The simplest example is when M is
itself a Lie group, whereby G=M acts upon itself and l is the usual (left
or right) multiplication. The reader can affirm easily that both the n-sphere
and the n-torus are homogeneous spaces with respect to the action of
O(n; R). Less trivial examples include the Stiefel manifold (the set of all
n×r real matrices X, r [ n, such that XTX=I), the Grassmann manifold
(the set of all r-dimensional linear subspaces of Rn, alternatively all equiva-
lence classes in a Stiefel manifold with respect to a product by a member of
O(n; R)), the projective space of all lines through the origin in Rn or C, and
the set of all elements of gl(n; R) similar to a given matrix. A crucial
feature of Lie-group solvers is that they can be extended to homogeneous
spaces (Munthe-Kaas, 1999).
Differential equations evolving on a homogeneous space M can be
locally written
yŒ=ly(F(t, y)), t \ 0, y(t0)=y0 ¥M, (2.3)
where F: R+×MQ g is Lipschitz (g being the Lie algebra of G), while the
map ly : gQ TM is defined as
ly(X)=
d
de
l(exp(eX), y)|e=0.
It is quite easy to extend the diagram (1.2) so as to translate the homoge-
neous-space Eq. (2.3) first to the Lie group G, whence to the Lie algebra g,
solve it there and map the solution all the way toM in accordance with the
diagram
yN
yŒ=ly(F(t, y))
yN+1
‡ …
YN YŒ=F(t, l(Y, y0)) Y YN+1
‡
Lie-algebraic method
…
GN |||||||||||||||0 GN+1
XGŒ=dexp−1G F(t, l(eG Y0, y0))
Technical details were given by Munthe-Kaas (1999) but the reader might
easily work out explicitly the case of isospectral equations, whereby
l(X, Z)=XZX−1, X, Z ¥GL(n; R) (Calvo et al., 1997; Zanna, 1999).
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3. LIE-GROUP SOLVERS
Inasmuch as we wish to focus in this paper on methods that adhere to the
general scheme (1.2), it is worthwhile to mention methods that solve Lie-
group equations by different means. Perhaps the most interesting examples
are provided by the methods of rigid frames (Crouch and Grossman, 1993)
and discrete gradients (McLachlan et al., 1999). Another approach which we
do not consider here is the recent work of Owren and Marthinsen (2000) on
canonical coordinates of the second kind. Having said this, we believe that
lifting Lie-group (or homogeneous-space) equations to a Lie algebra is highly
useful, since the latter is a linear space: as long as we restrict the numerical
solution of (2.2) solely to linear-space operations and to commutators, we are
assured that the discretized solution stays (in exact arithmetic) in the algebra!
3.1. Runge–Kutta–Munthe-Kaas Schemes
Perhaps the most natural means toward the solution of the Lie-algebraic
Eq. (2.2) is by an explicit Runge–Kutta method. This leads to Runge–Kutta–
Munthe-Kaas (RK–MK) schemes, which have been systematically analysed
by Munthe-Kaas (1999). Applied to an arbitrary system (1.1), an explicit
Runge–Kutta method has the general form
k1=f(tN, yN),
k2=f(tN+c2h, yN+ha2, 1k1),
k3=f(tN+c3h, yN+h(a3, 1k1+a3, 2k2)),
x
kn=f(tN+cnh, yN+h(an, 1k1+an, 2k2+·· ·+an, n−1kn−1)),
yN+1=yN+h C
n
l=1
blkl.
(3.1)
Applying (3.1) to the system (2.2) requires the truncation of infinite series.
Note that G(tN)=O implies that ad
l
G(tN+h) Y=O(h
l) for small h > 0, l ¥ Z+
and thatB2l+1=0 for l ¥N. To attain order p \ 1, it is enough to truncate the
series so that the function values are within O(h l) of their exact values. For
example, in the case of the 3-stage order-3 method with theButcher tableau
0
1
2
1
: 12
−1 2
1
6
2
3
1
6
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we obtain after easy algebra the method
K1=A(tN, YN),
K2=A(tN+12, e
1
2hK1 YN),
K3=A(tN+1, e−hK1+2hK2 YN),
F=h(16 K1+
2
3 K2+
1
6 K3),
YN+1=eF+
1
6[F, K1] YN.
Note that we travel between G and g repeatedly in each time step: a n-stage
scheme requires the calculation of n exponentials. In the next section we
compare the cost of different Lie-group methods for linear equations
YŒ=A(t) Y. Although RK–MK methods form no part of our analysis, it is
pertinent to observe that in the linear case such methods need just a single
exponential per time step.
3.2. Fer Expansions
For the sake of simplicity, we restrict the exposition in this and next
subsections to linear Lie-type equations
YŒ=A(t) Y, t \ t0, Y(t0)=Y0 ¥ G, (3.2)
where A: R+Q g. Much of our discussion of this subsection can be gener-
alized to nonlinear Eqs. (2.1) and we refer the reader to (Zanna, 1996;
Zanna, 1999) for details.
The main idea of a Fer expansion is to represent the exact solution of
(3.2) as an infinite product of the form
Y(t)=eB0(t) eB1(t) eB2(t) · · ·YN,
where the matrix functions B0, B1, B2, ... can be obtained recursively
(Fer, 1958):
A0(t)=A(tN+t), B0(t)=F
t
0
A0(t) dt,
Am(t)=C
.
l=1
(−1) l
l
(l+1)!
ad lBm−1(t) Am−1(t),
m ¥N.
Bm(t)=F
t
0
Am(t) dt,
(3.3)
Integration is replaced by quadrature, B˜m(h) % Bm(h), say, in a numerical
implementation, while the infinite product is truncated. It has been proved
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by Iserles (1984) that, provided the quadrature is of a sufficiently high
precision, the method
YN+1=e B˜0(h) e B˜1(h) e B˜2(h) · · · e B˜r(h) YN (3.4)
is of order 2 r+2−2.
The simplest Fer method is second-order,
YN+1=ehA* YN, where A*=A(tN+12). (3.5)
To derive a fourth-order method we let c1=1/2−`3/6, c2=1/2+`3/6,
the Gauss–Legendre points in [0, 1] and set
B˜0(t)=
1
2 t[A0(c1t)+A0(c2t)].
Since ad lB˜0(t)A0(t)=O(t
l+1), l ¥N, we may approximate
A1(t) % A˜(t)=−12 [B˜0(t), A0(t)]+
1
3 [B˜0(t), [B˜0(t), A0(t))]].
It is easy to verify that A1(t)=O(t2) implies
B˜1(h)=
16
27 hA˜(
3
4 h)
approximates B1(h) to order 4. This completes all the ingredients for an
order-4 Fer method
YN+1=e B˜0(h) e B˜1(h) YN. (3.6)
The above derivation follows upon the ideas in (Iserles, 1984). In Section 4
we present a considerably better and more efficient approach.
3.3. Magnus Expansions
The point of departure for our discussion is the remarkable observation
of Magnus (1954), namely that the solution of the Lie-algebraic Eq. (2.2)
(for simplicity, assuming again that A=A(t)) can be expanded in the form
G(t)=F t
tN
A(t) dt− 12 F
t
tN
F t1
tN
[A(t2), A(t1)] dt2 dt1
+14 F
t
tN
F t1
tN
F t2
tN
[[A(t3), A(t2)], A(t1)] dt3 dt2 dt1
+ 112 F
t
tN
F t1
tN
F t1
tN
[A(t3), [A(t2), A(t1)]] dt3 dt2 dt1+·· · . (3.7)
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Although Magnus neither proved convergence nor provided a constructive
rule to generate expansion coefficients of arbitrarily high order, the expan-
sion (3.7) has been used in literally hundreds of papers in theoretical
physics, quantum chemistry, and control theory.
Methodical study of the Magnus expansion and its numerical implemen-
tation has been undertaken in (Iserles and Nørset, 1999). This has resulted
in a general recursive scheme for the generation of expansion coefficients
based on their interpretation as isomorphic to a subset of binary rooted
trees, a convergence proof and comprehensive study of numerical issues
and multivariate quadrature. Note that naive interpretation of (3.7) is
likely to deter most numerical analysts, weaned on the belief that multi-
variate integration is an intrinsically expensive undertaking. Each term in
the Magnus expansion requires integration over a different polytope and,
on the face of it, this procedure is unlikely to result in a worthwhile compu-
tational procedure. Fortunately, multivariate integration can be performed
relatively cheap by paying heed to the special structure of the problem.
Being integrals of iterated commutators, all the terms in the Magnus
expansion are of the form
I(h)=F
hS
L(A(t1), A(t2), ..., A(ts)) dts dts−1 · · ·dt1,
where S is a polytope and L is a multilinear form. It has been proved in
(Iserles and Nørsett, 1999) that I(h) can be approximated to order 2n by
the quadrature formula
h s C
l ¥ Cns
blL(Al1 , Al2 , ..., Aln ),
where Cns={1, 2, ..., n}
s and Ak=A(tN+ckh), c1, c2, ..., cn being the nodes
of Gauss–Legendre quadrature in [0, 1]. Observe that it suffices to
evaluate the matrix function A at just n locations to obtain order 2n in all
the terms of the Magnus expansion!
The understanding of analytic and computational features of Magnus
expansions has been further assisted by a number of recent publications.
Blanes et al. (1998) and Moan (1998) have produced a much enhanced
convergence analysis; Iserles, Marthinsen and Nørsett (1999) described
error control and practical implementation of Magnus methods Iserles et
al., 1998 roved time-symmetry of (appropriately truncated) Magnus
approximants, Munthe-Kaas and Owren (1999) used the theory of free
graded Lie algebras to reduce optimally the number of calculations of
commutators and Zanna (1999) extended the method to nonlinear equa-
tions.
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While the second-order Magnus method coincides with (3.5), the
fourth-order scheme reads
YN+1=eGN+1 YN, where GN+1=D1+
1
12 [D1, D2], (3.8)
with
D1=
1
2 h(A1+A2), D2=`3 h(A2−A1).
The function values Ai are evaluated at the Gauss–Legendre points,
A1=A 1 tN+112− `36 2 h2 , A2=A 1 tN+112+`36 2 h2 .
Note that Dl % h lA (l−1)(tN+12 h), l=1, 2. The replacement of function
values by their linear combinations which approximate derivatives at the
midpoint confers a number of important advantages, not least in the
reduction in the number of terms featuring in the expansion. It can be
proved that only odd powers of h feature in such expansion and that linear
dependencies between expansion terms can be identified and exploited
(Munthe-Kaas and Owren, 1999).
To obtain a sixth-order Magnus method we let
D1=hA2, D2=
`15
3
h(A3−A1), D3=
20
3
h(A3−2A2+A1),
where
A1=A 1 tN+112− `1510 2 h2 , A2=A 1 tN+12 h2 ,
A3=A 1 tN+112+`1510 2 h2 ,
whence YN+1=eGN+1 YN with
GN+1=D1+
1
24 D3+
1
12 [D2, D1]−
1
480 [D3, D2]+
1
240 [D2, [D2, D1]]
− 1720 [D1[D3, D1]]−
1
720 [D1, [D1, [D2, D1]]]. (3.9)
The derivation of higher-order Magnus expansions whilst minimising the
number of commutators requires a great deal of algebra. Fortunately, this
can be accomplished relatively easily by means of symbolic computation.
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The package DiffMan contains a large number of routines for the deriva-
tion and implementation of Magnus expansions and many other Lie-group
solvers (Engø et al., 1997).
3.4. Extrapolation
Recently, Orel (2000) has considered the combination of Fer and
Magnus expansions with Romberg extrapolation. Although we do not
intend to review this topic, we add few preliminary details on the complex-
ity of such methods in the next section.
4. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS OF LIE–GROUP METHODS
4.1. The Model Problem
The class of problems we want to consider is identified by the space of
vector fields on the Lie group G, X(G): we can think of G as a subset of the
Euclidean space and then have X(G) as a subset of the space of vector
fields on the Euclidean space. A Lie-group solver produces approxima-
tions to the corresponding flows that respect the crucial property of the
exact flow and evolve on G. Following (Traub and Woz´niakowski, 1980),
we delineate here our complexity model. The solution operator is
S: X(G)QDiff(G) where Diff(G) is the group of diffeomorphisms on G.
S is the operator that associates to each vector field its corresponding flow.
In this section our set of primitives contains:
• arithmetic operations and basic scalar functions;
• exponentials of matrices in g;
• commutators of two matrices in g;
• evaluations of the functions defining the vector fields.
We will disregard the cost of the usual arithmetic operations and basic
scalar functions in our analysis because the cost of any algorithm for
computing exponentials of matrices and matrix commutators largely
dominates other computational activities. The function evaluations can not
be disregarded and their cost is strictly problem dependent.
We want to compare methods that find an E-approximation after a single
time step h, where E=Chp+1 with C a constant and p the order of the inte-
gration method.
We consider our information operator R to be of the type R(A)=
[t, A(t)], so that given any value of time t in the interval [0, h] we can
evaluate the vector field at t. The cost of evaluation once the information
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operator is a single function evaluation, while the number of times the
information operator need to be evaluated depends on the method.
The precise comparison among different types of computation is sensi-
tive to the Lie algebra in question and to the structure of the matrix under
consideration, as well as to the definition of the function A. Hence, the best
we can do in a general case is to measure the complexity of each method by
the triplet (F, E, C), where F is the number of function evaluations and E
the number of exponents, while C is the number of commutators.
We should perhaps emphasise that our figures for the number of com-
mutators are, strictly speaking, upper bounds, although we have made an
effort to make them as tight as possible. It is, at least in principle, possible
that a representation of function values in a different basis or a different
aggregation of terms in commutators might lead to smaller count. Another
important remark is that our calculations are performed in a free Lie
algebra. The number of commutators in a specific finite-dimensional
algebra is bounded by the dimension, although it is not clear at all whether
this observation can be translated to a computationally-useful strategy. For
example, so(4; R) is six-dimensional, therefore, every commutator (and
every other term) can be expressed as a linear combination of just six basis
terms. This can be done by using the structure constants of the algebra, but
preliminary investigation seems to indicate that, at least for the above
purpose, this procedure actually adds to computational cost (Celledoni and
Iserles, 1999).
4.2. The Fer Expansion
We solve Eq. (3.2) by means of the (truncated, discretized) Fer expansion
(3.4). We recall that the order is 2 r+2−2 (or less if the order of the quadra-
ture is smaller) and that the rule in truncating the infinite expansion (3.3) is
that
Am(t)=O(t s)S ad l> t0 Am(t) dt Am(t)=O(t (l+1)(s+1)). (4.1)
Let us first consider in detail the schemes (3.5) and (3.6), since their
derivation offers insight into the general case. Because of (4.1), generically
A1(tN+t)=O(t2), therefore order 2 can be attained with r=1. The best
choice of an integration scheme consistent with second order is the
midpoint rule,
F t
0
A0(t) dt % hA0(12 h)=hA(tN+12),
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and this gives (3.5). We conclude that for order-2 Fer we have
(F, E, C)=(1, 1, 0).
To attain order 4 we require E=2 and both A0 and A1 need be evaluated
with (at least) order-4 quadrature. Moreover, consistently with (4.1), we
approximate
A1(t) % A˜1(t)=C
2
l=1
(−1) l
l
(l+1)!
ad lB˜0(t) A0(t)
=−
1
2
[B˜0(t), A0(t)]+
1
3
[B˜0(t), [B˜0(t), A0(t)]],
where B˜0(t) % B0(t). Since A1(t)=O(t2), order-4 quadrature can be
attained in a single function evaluation by using a Gauss–Jacobi scheme,
F h
0
A˜1(t) dt % hB˜1(h)=1627 hA˜1(
3
4 h).
Pursuing this approach, we must evaluate the function B˜0(t) at t=h
(to be used in (3.4)) and at t=34 h (to evaluate A˜1(
3
4 h)). Using 4th-order
Gauss–Legendre quadrature, this procedure results in (F, E, C)=(4, 2, 2).
This, as a matter of fact, is far from optimal. An alternative approach is to
exploit an observation of Zanna (1999), namely that the multivariate
quadrature of Iserles and Nørsett (1999) can be used in the present frame-
work. Thus, truncation of the infinite series yields
B1(t)=F
t
0
A1(t) dt % − 12 F
h
0
F t1
0
[A0(t2), A0(t1)] dt2 dt1
+13 F
h
0
F t1
0
F t1
0
[A0(t3), [A0(t2), A0(t1)]] dt3 dt2 dt1.
Let
A0, 1=A0 1112− `36 2 h2 , A0, 2=A0 1112+`36 2 h2
and set
D1=
1
2 h(A0, 1+A0, 2), D2=`3 h(A2−A1).
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Then
F h
0
F t1
0
[A0(t2), A0(t1)] dt2 dt1 % 16 [D1, D2],
F h
0
F t1
0
F t1
0
[A0(t3), [A0(t2), A0(t1)]] dt3 dt2 dt1 % 18 [D1, [D1, D2]].
Therefore we take
B˜0(h)=D1,
B˜1(h)=−
1
12 [D1, D2]+
1
48 [D1, [D1, D2]],
YN+1=e B˜0(h) e B˜1(h) YN.
We thus have (F, E, C)=(2, 2, 2).
We focus in this paper on even-order methods for two reasons. First,
Gauss–Legendre integration and its multivariate extension a´ la (Iserles and
Nørsett, 1999) lend themselves naturally to even-order methods. Secondly,
appropriately discretized Magnus expansions are time-symmetric, hence
automatically of an even order (Iserles et al.,1998). Therefore we now con-
sider a sixth-order Fer expansion. We need two calculations of a matrix
exponential and, truncating the series consistently with (4.1) and order six,
we have
B0(h)=F
h
0
A0(t) dt
and
B1(h)% − 12 F
h
0
Ft1
0
[A0(t2), A0(t1)] dt2 dt1
+13 F
h
0
Ft1
0
Ft1
0
[A0(t3), [A0(t2), A0(t1)]] dt3 dt2 dt1
− 18 F
h
0
Ft1
0
Ft1
0
Ft1
0
[A0(t4), [A0(t3), [A0(t2), A0(t1)]]]
×dt4 dt3 dt2 dt1
+ 130 F
h
0
Ft1
0
Ft1
0
Ft1
0
Ft1
0
[A0(t5), [A0(t4), [A0(t3), [A0(t2), A0(t1)]]]]
×dt5 dt4 dt3 dt2 dt1.
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Therefore, we need to evaluate five integrals over different polytopes and
do so by evaluating A0 at Gauss–Legendre points: c1=1/2−`15/10, c2=
1/2, c3=1/2+`15/10. Thus, A0, i=A0(cih)=A(tN+cih), i=1, 2, 3, and
we let
D1=hA0, 2=O(h),
D2=
`15
3
h(A0, 3−A0, 1)=O(h2),
D3=
20
3
h(A0, 3−2A0, 2+A0, 1)=O(h3).
Our quadrature formulae assume the form
F
hS
L(A0(t1), ..., A0(ts)) dts · · ·dt1 % C
i ¥ C3s
biL(Di1 , Di2 , ..., Dis ),
where C3s is the set of all s-tuples with values in {1, 2, 3}. The weights bi
can be evaluated explicitly: as a matter of fact,
bi=F
S
L((t1−
1
2 )
i1, (t2−
1
2 )
i2, ..., (ts−
1
2 )
is) dts · · ·dt1
(Munthe-Kaas and Owren, 1999). However, in our context we are not
interested in their numerical values but just in the number of commutators.
To this end we can aggregate coefficients and exploit symmetries, redun-
dancies and linear dependencies according to the analysis in (Iserles and
Nørsett, 1999; Iserles et al., 1998; Munthe-Kaas and Owren, 1999). To that
end we make the following observations:
(1) Since Di=O(h i), it follows that
L(Di1 , Di2 , ..., Dis )=O(h
|i|),
where |i|=i1+i2+·· ·+is. Therefore we may discard all terms such that |i|
exceeds 6, the order of the method.
(2) Anti-symmetry of the commutator and the Jacobi identity imply
a large number of linear dependencies among terms. Such dependencies can
be explored very effectively in terms of the theory of graded free algebras
(Munthe-Kaas and Owren, 1999) and this leads to a determination of the
dimension of the underlying linear space and to constructive formation of
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its basis. Since limitations of space prevent us from reviewing the requisite
theory, we will deal with this critical phenomenon on a case-by-case basis.
Therefore, using when necessary the Jacobi identity to eliminate terms,
(1) To evaluate >h0 A0(t) dt, with s=1, we form a linear combination
of D1 and D3. There are no commutators.
(2) To evaluate >h0 >t10 [A(t2), A(t1)] dt2 dt1, with s=2, we form a
linear combination of [D2, D1] and [D3, D2], at the cost of two commutators.
(3) The triple integral can be approximated by a linear combination
of [D1, [D2, D1]], [D1, [D3, D1]], [D1, [D3, D2]], [D2, [D2, D1]] and [D2,
[D3, D1]], at the cost of further six commutators.
(4) The fourfold integral can be approximated by a linear combina-
tion of the terms [D2, [D1, [D2, D1]]] and [D2, [D1, [D3, D1]]], hence two
further commutators.
(5) The fivefold integral can be approximated by [D1, [D1, [D1,
[D2, D1]]]] at the cost of one additional commutator.
This makes alltogether eleven commutators. Some of these can be,
however, computed by grouping terms together, according to the following
scheme:
B˜0(h)=
h
18
(5A0, 1+8A0, 2+5A0, 3),
B˜1(h)=
1
12
[D2, D1]−
1
480
[D3, D2]−
1
24
[D1, [D2, D1]]
−
1
720
[D1, [D3, D1]]+5D2, 1 1240 [D2, D1]− 1576 [D3, D1]26
−5D1, 1 14320 [D3, D2]− 11440 [D1, [D3, D1]]
+
1
360
[D1[D1, [D2, D1]]]26
−
1
80
[D1, [D1, [D2, D1]]],
YN+1=e B˜0(h) e B˜1(h) YN.
We thus deduce that the cost of sixth-order Fer method is (F, E, C)=
(3, 2, 8).
Finally, we consider an eighth-order Fer expansion. Note that we now
need three exponentials and, using Gauss–Legendre quadrature, four
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function evaluations. The remaining quantity that we need to evaluate is
the number of commutators.
As the number and intricacy of integrals of nested commutators grows, it
becomes increasingly more difficult to handel them without recourse to
more succinct notation. Thus, we take a leaf out of (Iserles and Nørsett,
1999) and use graphs (specifically, binary trees) to denote terms in our
expansions. The basic rules are as follows:
(a) The function A(t) is denoted by a single-node tree, •;
(b) Given that the term Cy(t) already corresponds to a binary tree y,
we let the integral > t0 Cy1 (t) dt correspond to |
y
• ;
(c) Given that Cy1 (t) and Cy2 (t) correspond to the binary trees y1 and
y2 respectively, the commutator [Cy1 (t), Cy2 (t)] corresponds to
y1 y2{•z .
Therefore
B0(h) % |
•
• .
while
To calculateB2(h)we use (4.1) to argue thatB2(h) % − 12 >h0 [B1(t), A1(t)] dt.
From here, after some algebra and having discarded high-order terms, we
derive
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We again form linear combinations Di % h iA (i−1)0 (12 h), i=1, 2, 3, 4. Clearly,
we need to evaluate no commutators to approximate B0(h). Insofar as
B1(h) is concerned, recycling commutators whenever possible, we obtain
the following results:
We need four commutators, namely
[D2, D1], [D4, D1], [D3, D2], [D4, D3].
We need seven commutators, namely
[D3, D1], [D4, D2], [D1, [D3, D1]], [D2, [D2, D1]], [D2, [D3, D2]],
[D1, [D4, D2]], [D2, [D4, D1]].
Note that we use the Jacobi identity to obtain [D4, [D2, D1]] from
[D1, [D4, D2]] and [D4, [D2, D1]].
Now nine commutators are required, namely
[D1, [D2, D1]], [D1, [D4, D1]], [D2, [D3, D1]], [D1, [D1, [D2, D1]]],
[D2, [D2, [D2, D1]]], [D1, [D1, [D4, D1]]], [D1, [D1, [D3, D1]]],
[D1, [D2, [D3, D1]]], [D1, [D3, [D2, D1]]], [D3, [D1[D2, D1]]].
Again, we employ the Jacobi identity to express [D3, [D2, D1]] in terms of
[D1, [D3, D2]] and [D2, [D3, D1]].
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In this case we need five commutators,
[D1, [D1, [D3, D1]]], [D1, [D2, [D2, D1]]], [D1, [D1, [D1, [D3, D1]]]],
[D1, [D1, [D2, [D2, D1]]]], [D2, [D1, [D1, [D2, D1]]]].
Other commutators can be eliminated with the Jacobi identity.
Just a single commutator is needed, namely
[D1, [D1, [D1, [D1, [D2, D1]]]]].
The last term is O(h8) and need not be evaluated. We thus deduce that the
computation of B1(h) requires 45 commutators.
Remarkably enough, the computation of B2(h) requires no extra commu-
tators. The general reason is that, in general, the linear space spanned by
all terms with m commutators, say, over elements x1, x2, ..., xy, is exactly
the same as the linear space spanned by the elements [xi1 , [xi2 , [...
[xim−1 , xim]...]]], where i1, i2, ..., im ¥ {1, 2, ..., xy} (Munthe-Kaas and
Owren, 1999; Onischik, 1993). (Our calculus takes place in a free algebra:
we pay no heed to possible linear dependencies due to the dimension of the
underlying Lie algebra.) A basis of the latter linear space has been,
however, computed in the course of evaluating B1(h). For example, the
computation of the term corresponding to
involves terms [[Di, Dj] ,[Dk, Dl]] for i, j, k, l ¥ {1, 2, 3, 4}. Yet, by the
Jacobi identity
[[Di, Dj], [Dk, Dl]]=[Di, [Dj, [Dk, Dl]]]−[Dj, [Di, [Dk, Dl]]].
We thus deduce that the cost of eighth-order Fer expansion is (F, E, C)=
(4, 3, 45).
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4.3. Magnus Methods
Two of our parameters, F and E, can be easily computed for all Magnus
methods. Clearly, E=1 and, for a method of order p \ 1 the use of
Gauss–Legendre quadrature requires F=N(p+1)/2M. We recall that in this
case an appropriate truncation of the infinite series results in an even-order
method. Therefore, we may restrict our attention to even p, whereby
F=p/2.
Second-order Magnus method coincides with our second-order Fer
expansion, with the count (F, E, C)=(1, 1, 0), while the fourth-order
method (3.8) yields (F, E, C)=(2, 1, 1).
Insofar as the sixth-order method (3.9) is concerned, on the face of it we
need seven commutators. Yet, this can be reduced to six by aggregating
terms,
C1=[D1, D2], C2=[D3, D1], C3=[D3, D2],
C4=[D1, C1], C5=[D2, C1], C6=[D1, C2+C4],
whence
GN+1=D0+
1
24 D2+
1
12 F1−
1
480 C3+
1
240 C5−
1
720 C6.
Therefore (F, E, C)=(3, 1, 6).
We next consider an eighth-order method. On the face of it, the cost
grows very fast indeed, since the expansion requires 37 terms (each corre-
sponding to an integration across a different polytope) that correspond to
the following binary trees:
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The above list can be compiled according to the theory in (Iserles et al.,
1998). Seemingly, the cost is immense, but this initial impression does not
reckon with the high level of redundancies inherent in a Lie-algebraic
structure. We recall from (Iserles and Nørsett, 1999) that a C-tree yc corre-
sponding to a binary tree y is a strictly binary tree which is obtained by
excising all vertical lines, e.g.,
It is the C-tree that determines the pattern of commutators that need be
evaluated. Moreover, if a C-tree yc1 can be obtained from a C-tree y
c
2 by a
sequence of vertical rotations then they require the computation of the
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same set of commutators: such trees are said to be equivalent (Iserles and
Nørsett, 1999). Out of all the 36 trees that include commutators, there are
precisely seven equivalence classes of trees,
The commutators corresponding to a C-tree are obtained by labelling the
leaves with matrices (function values A(clh) or their linear combinations)
and pruning according to the convention that each bifurcation becomes a
commutator. For example,
Moreover, provided that, like in our analysis of the Fer method,
Dk=O(hk) and that the integral is s-dimensional, we may discard each
term for which a+b+c+d+E is even or when it exceeds 8 (the order of
the method). This is motivated by a result of Munthe-Kaas and Owren
(1999), namely that, with quadrature nodes symmetrically distributed with
respect to 12 , linear combinations of quadratures can be expanded in odd
powers of h.
This, however, does not exhaust the range of all possible savings, since
some terms can be expressed as a linear combination of other terms. In
particular, we claim that terms corresponding to the last two C-trees can be
expressed in this fashion. We have already proved this for the sixth C-tree
in Subsection 4.2 and the general statement follows from the theory of
graded free Lie algebras in (Munthe-Kaas and Owren, 1999). We deduce
that the time-stepping of an eighth-order Magnus method requires the
computation of all commutators originating in the first five C-trees. These,
however, are exactly the commutators that we need in a single step of an
eighth-order Fer method! We just deduce that (F, E, C)=(4, 1, 45).
As a matter of fact, identical reasoning is valid for all Magnus methods
of order \ 6: we need to valuate exactly the same commutators as for a
Fer expansion of the same order! Given that Magnus requires just a single
evaluation of the exponential matrix and that the number of function
evaluations is p/2 in both cases, we deduce that the Magnus method is
always cheaper than the Fer method.
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4.4. Combined Fer–Magnus Methods
Iserles and Nørsett (1999) address themselves briefly to the possibility of
combining Fer and Magnus expansions. Note from (3.3) that eB0(h) YN is
nothing else but a second-order Magnus method. It is natural to consider
its replacement with, say, a fourth-order Magnus scheme. This yields a new
function A1 and the procedure can be repeated. It has been proved in
(Iserles and Nørsett, 1999) that the use of an order-s truncation of Magnus
in each Fer step results in a method of order s(s r−1)/(s−1) in (3.4).
Moreover, it is possible to use Magnus expansions of different orders in
different parts of the Fer algorithm. We have not computed explicitly the
cost of such combinations. However, it is implied in our analysis of the Fer
and Magnus expansions that, except for low-order methods where extra
cancellations might take place, cost is always optimised for the ‘‘straight’’
Magnus expansion.
5. APPROXIMATION OF THE EXPONENTIAL: QUALITATIVE
REQUIREMENTS AND COST OF THE ALGORITHMS
All the methods presented in Section 3 require the evaluation (or a suit-
able approximation) of the matrix exponential once (and often repeatedly)
in each time step. This is a major part of the all computation whose impact
cannot be neglected in our analysis.
In this section we take a slightly different point of view: we remove from
the set of primitives of our complexity model the exponential of matrices in
the Lie algebra, e tB with B ¥ g, and we replace this primitive with a more
general map R(tB) such that R(tB)=e tB+O(tp) and R(tB) ¥ G.
This choice makes our complexity model more realistic allowing us to
include the cost of evaluating the exponentials into our analysis.
The replacement of exact exponential functions in an order-p Lie-group
integrators with order-p approximants, R(tB) % e tB, results in an order-p
method, in other words it does not affect the precision of our E-approxi-
mation (E=Chp). However, it is the condition R(tB) ¥ G that guarantees
that the new algorithm is itself a Lie-group integrator. Thus, the crucial
challenge of this section is to identify and analyse methods that are
guaranteed to map a Lie algebra into a Lie group. In the sequel we endea-
vour to classify the approximation methods in terms of their potential to
respect this constraint.
At the end of the section we report some numerical experiments
that illustrate the contribution of the error of the approximation of the
exponential to the overall strategy and compare the cost of different
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algorithms imposing a fixed tolerance for the global error of the Lie group,
integrator.
5.1. Overview: Classical Methods
The matrix exponential can be computed exactly using high-precision
techniques or just exploiting the structure of the matrix B that we want to
exponentiate. This is the case for important sets of matrices for which it is
possible to compute explicitly and cheaply eigenvalues and eigenvectors,
for instance circulant Toeplitz matrices, and matrices in sl(2; R) or in
so(n; R) with n [ 4.
In all other cases, in realistic computational framework we need to use
sufficiently accurate approximants of e tB. We thus commence this section
with a brief survey of the most popular techniques used for the approxi-
mation of the exponential map, commenting why most of them are
unsuitable for the task in hand.
Unless we are assured that R(B) ¥ G for all B ¥ g, we might use one of
two strategies.
• We can use R to evaluate the exponential to machine precision by
scaling and squaring (Moler and Van Loan, 1978). Specifically, we evaluate
[R(B/2s)]2
s
, where s ¥N is large enough, so that the error ||R(B/2s)−
eB/2
s
)]2
s
|| is less than the machine epsilon. Note that, computing powers
recursively, we require just s matrix products. This, indeed, is the method
of computation of the expm function in the Matlab package.
The choice of s is governed not just by the accuracy of R and the
machine precision, but also by the condition number of B, which measures
its sensitivity to small perturbations. Moler and Van Loan (1978) have
already investigated the theory governing the determination of the condi-
tion number for some exponential approximants, while a pioneering work
on the impact of conditioning on complexity is (Cucker and Smale, 1998).
• The approximant R(B) can be projected on the underlying Lie
group. Thus, for example, R(B)/[det R(B)]1/n ¥ SL(n; R) while one can
always obtain a member of O(n; R) by subjecting R(B) to the QR (or, even
better, polar) decomposition and retaining just the orthogonal part
(Higham, 1997). This is a perfectly valid approach for many Lie groups,
although computer experimentation indicates that sometimes it might
degrade stability.
Building upon the discussion in (Moler and Van Loan, 1978), we distin-
guish four different categories of approximants to the matrix exponential:
iterative methods, rational approximants, factorization methods, and
splitting methods. We assume without loss of generality that tB is in the
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neighbourhood of the origin. The reason for this is that global results
on the asymptotic behaviour of approximate solutions of Lie-group
integrators do not rely on global proprieties of exp, the local diffeo-
morphism from g to G. Such results, have been obtained in (Faltinsen,
2000) using backward error analysis techniques.
• Polynomial approximants are typically based on the construction of
approximations of e tBv for some v ¥ Rn that lie in the m-dimensional Krylov
subspace
Km(B, v)=Sp{v, Bv, ..., Bm−1v}.
Such methods are based on the idea of projecting the matrix B onto the
Krylov subpaces and exponentiating the m×m projected matrix in place of
the original one. The construction of Km(B, v) is iterative, each iteration
bearing a cost of O(n2). The convergence of such methods is superlinear for
Krylov subspaces of sufficiently large dimension: specifically, for symmetric
negative-definite B and m \`||tB|| ; in general the convergence depends on
the location of the eigenvalues of B in the complex plane. Extensive
treatment of these issues can be found in (Kosloff et al., 1992; Gallopoulos
and Saad, 1992; Hochbruck and Lubich, 1997) and (Druskin and
Knizhnerman, 1995). These methods are not suitable for computing e tB,
unless it is applied to a vector v. However, the most important observation
is that, unless the Krylov subspace approximant is computed to machine
precision, there is no reason for a Krylov-subspace approximant of e tB,
B ¥ g, to reside in the Lie group.
• Rational approximants R(tB)=P(tB)/Q(tB), where P and Q are
polynomials, Q(0)=1, are in general more demanding computationally.
The costs are typically of the form qn3 where q is the maximum of the
degrees of the two polynomials. The approximants normally obey
R(tB)=exp(tB)+O(tp+1) for some p ¥N and this allows to match them
more easily with the underlying Lie-group method, consistently with its
order. We will discuss rational approximants in greater detail in the sequel.
• Factorization methods compute a suitable similarity transformation
of B, L=T−1BT where L is a matrix with simpler structure, e.g., diagonal
or triangular. In this case e tL is easy to evaluate and e tB=Te tLT−1. In
(Parlett, 1976) a recursive formula for deriving the strictly upper triangular
part of e tL for an upper triangular matrix L is presented. The main cost of
the work for computing e tB with such methods is in the construction of the
factorization. There is no truncation error due to the scheme and what
counts is the accumulation of roundoff error, that in general grows with
the dimension of the matrix and is sensitive to the conditioning of the
matrix B.
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• Splitting methods have been considered by many authors in different
contexts and they have proved to be effective in the numerical solution of
multivariate partial differential equations and in the geometric integration
of Hamiltonian ordinary differential Equations (Sanz-Serna and Calvo,
1994; Feng and Shang, 1995; McLachlan, 1995; Schatzman, 1997). Their
use in the present context has been advocated and analysed in (Stickel,
1994; Howland, 1983; Celledoni and Iserles, 2000; Celledoni and Iserles,
1999) and is explained in greater detail in the remainder of this section.
Before we embark on the exposition of the main and most versatile
approach, namely splitting, we wish to expand briefly on the use of rational
approximants and, with greater generality, analytic approximants defined
in the Banach algebra of a matrix B ¥ g. Some approximants of this form
are assured to map some Lie algebras to Lie groups.
Theorem 1 (Celledoni and Iserles, 2000). Consider the Lie group
G :={y ¥GL(n; R) : YPYT=P} where P ¥GL(n; R). The corresponding
Lie algebra is g={B ¥ gl(n; R) : BP+PBT=O}. Let j be a function, ana-
lytic in a neighbourhood U0 of 0, with j(0)=1 and jŒ(0)=1. If
j(z) j(−z) — 1, z ¥U0, (5.1)
then
j(tB) ¥ G, B ¥ g (5.2)
for sufficiently small t ¥ R+. Moreover if there exists B ¥ g such that
s(B) ] {0}, where s(B) denotes the spectrum of B, then (5.2) implies (5.1).
An important example of functions j which are consistent with the
condition (5.1) is provided by diagonal Padé approximants Rm(z)=
Pm(z)/Pm(−z), where
Pm(z)=C
m
l=0
1m
l
2 (2m−l)!
(2m)!
z l.
Moreover Rm(z)=ez+O(z2m+1) and the approximants Rm are A-stable.
The cost of evaluating Pm(tB) and Pm(−tB) is mn3 flops, while the
inversion of the latter matrix adds 2n3 flops.
Examples of Lie groups that conform with the conditions of Theorem 1
are O(n; R) and Sp(n). Moreover, replacing transpose by Hermitian
transpose, it is easy to extend the theorem to U(n; C). Insofar as such
groups are concerned, diagonal Padé approximants are an attractive
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computational option. Having said this, they do not offer a universal
panacea, as is clear from the next result.
Theorem 2 (Feng and Shang, 1995). The only function j analytic in a
neighbourhood of the origin with j(0)=1 and jŒ(0)=1 and such that
j(tB) ¥ SL(n; R) for all B ¥ sl(n; R), n \ 3, is the (exact) exponential map.
This theorem provides the motivation behind splitting methods which so
far constitute the only truly universal algorithm, capable of modelling an
exponential map from every matrix Lie algebra to its Lie group.
5.2. Overview: Splitting Methods
The material of this subsection is based upon (Celledoni and Iserles,
2000) and (Celledoni and Iserles, 1999). The main idea is, given an n×n
matrix B ¥ g, to split it in the form
B=C
k
i=1
Bi, (5.3)
subject to the following conditions:
(1) Each matrix Bi resides in g;
(2) It is easy to compute e tBi, i=1, 2, ..., k, explicitly; and
(3) The product
R(tB)=e tB1e tB2 · · · e tBk (5.4)
approximates e tB to sufficiently high order.
To which we may add
(4) Each product e tBie tBi+1, i=1, 2, ..., k−1, is easy to compute.
Noting that e tBi ¥ G, i=1, 2, ..., k, implies that R(tB) ¥ G, we take (5.4) as
our approximation to the exponential of tB.
In theory, it is possible to eliminate the truncation error in splitting
methods by constructing a commutative splitting (i.e., such that [Bi, Bj]=0,
1 [ i, j [ k). An example can be found in (Stickel, 1994), which describes
an interesting algorithm based on a recursive construction of a commuta-
tive splitting by suitable projections via the sign function of B. The
computation of the sign function of B is obtained iteratively and the cost of
each iteration is of order O(n3). Once the sign function is calculated to high
accuracy, the matrix B is split into two rank-deficient matrices B1 (of rank
r) and B2 (of rank n−r). The cost of evaluating e tB1 and e tB2 is reduced to
the cost of evaluating the exponentials of r×r and (n−r)×(n−r) matrices
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respectively, plus the cost of reordering linearly independent rows or
columns of B1 and B2 that are obtained via QR factorization. Although the
possibility of constructing a commutative splitting sounds very attractive, it
seems that the computational costs are comparable to those of finding
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the given matrix. A technique based on the
use of fourth roots of matrices is described by the same author in (Stickel,
1990).
In the next subsection we now construct splittings (5.3) into a sum of low-
rank matrices Bi, based on the ideas described in (Celledoni and Iserles,
2000). The computational cost of these procedures is cn3, where c is a con-
stant depending on the order of approximation. This is similar to diagonal
Padé approximants. Yet, in the case of splitting, if the task in hand requires
to approximate e tBv, where v ¥ Rn, the cost drops to cn2, while Padé
approximants remain an O(n3) process.
5.3. Low-Rank Splittings
Given a general splitting (5.3), we can expect R(tB)=e tB+O(t2), hence
order 1. Special choices of the Bis may lead to higher-order methods, an
issue that has been discussed extensively in (Sheng, 1989) and (Schatzman,
1997). In our case, though, we have the further desiderata, namely that all
Bis lie in g and their exponentials can be computed with ease. One effective
means to this end is to choose the Bis as low-rank matrices. Specifically, we
choose each Bi of the form
Bi=C
p
l=1
ai, lb
T
i, l,
where ai, l, bi, l ¥ Rn, i=1, 2, ..., p, p \ 1 is small and, needless to say, we
take care to ascertain that Bi ¥ g. Let ai=[ai, 1, ai, 2, ..., ai, p], bi=
[bi, 1, bi, 2, ..., bi, p], and define Di=b
T
i ai ¥ gl(p; R). Then
e tBi=1+taik(tDi) b
T
i , (5.5)
where k(z)=(ez−1)/z is an analytic function. Note that k(tDi) must be
evaluated exactly, but this is typically easy since it is an p×p matrix.
We illustrate this construct by a number of examples, commencing from
B ¥ so(n; R). The simplest choice is p=2, k [ n−1. We let B[0] :=B and set
B1=b
[0]
1 e
T
1 − e1b
[0]T
1 ¥ so(n; R),
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where b[0]1 is the first column of B
[0] and el is the lth vector of the canonical
basis of Rn. We continue this procedure by letting for i=1, 2, ...
B[i] :=B[i−1]−Bi and Bi+1=b
[i]
i+1e
T
i+1− ei+1b
[i]T
i+1 ¥ so(n; R),
where b[i]i+1 is the first nonzero column of B
[i].
Recalling that D is a 2×2 matrix with zeros on the diagonal, we observe
that k(tD) can be computed explicitly at a cost of ten flops plus the cost of
a single sine and cosine evaluation, and the cost for computing n such
functions is O(n). The substantive part of the computation is the formation
of products of all the terms (5.5). Careful analysis, based on the fact that
inner products with respect to vectors of the canonical basis are very inex-
pensive and that the vectors b[i]i+1 have n−i non-zeros, results in
C
n−1
i=1
[2n(n−i)+2n+n(n−i)+n(n−i)]=2n3−2n
flops. We will see in the sequel that the cost of higher-order approximants
of similar form is just a scalar multiple of the cost of the above first-order
method.
Similar strategy can be used for decomposing matrices B ¥ sl(n; R)
(Celledoni and Iserles, 2000).
In the case of differential equations that evolve on an homogeneous
space M … Rn, acted upon by the matricial Lie group G …GL(n; R), the
approximation of the exponential map is cheaper, because the computa-
tional task is to evaluate R(tB) v % e tBv where v ¥M is an n-dimensional
vector. In this case the total cost amounts to just 2n2 flops. This cost-
reduction by an order of magnitude is universal to splitting methods and
we will not mention it in the sequel in reference to similar algorithms.
The computational costs of this approach are comparable to polynomial
approximants (e.g., Krylov subspace methods (Kosloff et al., 1992;
Hochbruck and Lubich, 1997; Gallopoulos and Saad, 1992)), yet, unlike
the latter, they are guaranteed to map a Lie-algebraic element to a Lie
group.
5.4. Higher-Order Schemes
Techniques for improving the order of low-rank methods are described
in (Celledoni and Iserles, 2000). The common denominator to all such
techniques is that they compose suitably scaled approximants to e tB.
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Given an arbitrary splitting (5.3), we may replace the scheme (5.4) by a
straightforward generalisation of the well-known Strang splitting,
R(tB)=e
1
2
tB1 e
1
2
tB2 · · · e
1
2
tBk−1 e tBk e
1
2
tBk−1 · · · e
1
2
tB2 e
1
2
tB1. (5.6)
The outcome is an order-two method. As long as the Bi are low-rank
matrices, similar to the examples of the previous subsection, the cost of
computing (5.6) is roughly double that of (5.4), hence it amounts to
4n3+O(n2) flops.
The order of the Strang splitting can be increased by using techniques
due to Yoshida (1990). Since R(tB)=e tB+O(t3), where R(tB) has been
given in (5.6), it follows that
R(c1tB) R(c2tB) R(c3tB), (5.7)
where c1=c3=2/3+ 3` 2/3+ 3` 4/6, c2=−(1+ 3` 2 )2/3, is of order 4. This
technique was employed by Yoshida (1990) to enhance the order of
symplectic integrators for Hamiltonian systems and it can be used in a
similar manner in the present framework. The order can be increased
further in increments of two by composing Yoshida approximants (5.7).
5.5. Approximations of the Exponential Matrix Based on Canonical
Coordinates of the Second Kind
Let B be an element in g ı gl(n; R) be a d-dimensional Lie algebra,
d [ n2. We expand
B=C
d
i=1
biFi,
where {F1, F2, ..., Fd} is a basis of g. It is then possible to find functions
g1, g2, ..., gd, analytic in the neighbourhood of the origin, so that for
sufficiently small t \ 0
e tB=eg1(t) F1 eg2(t) F1 · · · egd(t) Fd
(Wei and Norman, 1963). This is known as an expansion in canonical
coordinates of the second kind. However, the explicit form of such functions
is unknown and, even in the simple case of sl(2; R) they are defined only
implicitly, as a solution of a nonlinear differential system. Instead, we seek
to approximate the functions gi. Specifically, we replace each g1 by a
p-degree polynomial ai such that
F(tB)=ea1(t) F1 ea2(t) F2 · · · ead(t) Fd=e tB+O(tp+1). (5.8)
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Differentiating (5.8) leads to the order conditions
p \ 1: g −i(0)=bi, i=1, 2, ..., d,
p \ 2: C
d
i=1
a'i (0) Fi=−C
d
i=1
bi C
i−1
j=1
[Fj, Fi] bj,
p \ 3: C
d
i=1
a −−−i (0) Fi=−C
d
i=1
12a'i (0) Ci−1
j=1
[Fj, Fi] bj
+bi 3 Ci−1
j=1
C
j−1
l=1
2[Fl, [Fj, Fi]] bjbl
+[Fj, [Fj, Fi]] b
2
j+[Fj, Fi] a
'
j (0)42 .
The above can be simplified by using the structure constants of g: real
numbers c ij, l such that
[Fj, Fl]=C
d
i=1
c ij, lFi, i, j, l=1, 2, ..., d.
Thus, for example, the p \ 2 condition becomes
a'i (0)=−C
d
j=2
C
j−1
l=1
bjc
i
l, jbl, i=1, 2, ..., d.
Higher-order methods of this form, as well as an alternative approach,
implementing coordinates of the second kind in tandem with the Strang
splitting (thereby rendering the approximant amenable to Yoshida-type
techniques) can be found in (Celledoni and Iserles, 1999).
Correct implementation of the algorithm (5.8) is essential and the crucial
step is the right choice of the basis of g, so as to reduce computational cost.
We illustrate this in the case of the algebra so(n; R), whereby
d=12 (n−1) n. We take as our basis the matrices
Fi, j=eie
T
j − eje
T
i , i=1, 2, ..., n, j=i+1, i+2, ..., n,
where ei ¥ Rn is the ith unit vector. In other words, B=;ni=1 ;nj=i+1
bi, jFi, j. Note that U(t) :=e tFi, j is simply an Euler rotation in the (i, j) plane:
it departs from the identity matrix just at the elements
5Ui, i Ui, j
Uj, i Uj, j
6=5 cos(tbi, j) sin(tbi, j)
− sin(tbi, j) cos(tbi, j)
6 .
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The structure constants are readily available, since
[Fi, j, Fl, k]=˛ −Fj, k, i=l, j ] k,−Fi, l, i ] l, j=k,Fi, k, i ] k, j=l,
Fj, l, i=k, j ] l,
O, otherwise.
Note the very high sparsity of structure constants. It is precisely this
phenomenon that allows to reduce cost. For example, second-order condi-
tions become
p \ 1: a −i, j(0)=bi, j,
p \ 2: a'i, j(0)= C
n
s=j+1
bj, sbi, s− C
j−1
r=i+1
br, jbi, r+C
i−1
r=1
br, jbr, i.
The cost of obtaining the coefficients for the second-order method is thus
just 12 n
3+O(n2) flops.
Similar observations about the Strang splitting, as well as other Lie
algebras, can be found in (Celledoni and Iserles, 1999). In general, the idea
is to choose a basis of g that yields extensive sparsity in the structure
constants. A universally good such choice is provided by the root space
decomposition of the (non-nilpotent) Lie algebra g (Varadarajan, 1984).
5.6. Using Low-Rank Splittings in Lie-Group Integrators
In this section we present some numerical results concerning the
efficiency of the different methods of approximation of the exponential
matrix when used in tandem with a Lie-group integrator.
In the experiments we measure the cost of the methods in terms of
number of floating point operations required for computing an approxi-
mation with a prefixed global error.
We consider the Magnus method of order 2 and 4, as well as an
RK–MK scheme (3.1) of order 4, as applied to two test problems. The first
is a linear ordinary differential equation evolving on Rn and the problem is
formulated in terms of an action of SL(n; R) on the configuration space,
while the second test problem is a nonlinear matricial equation describing
an isospectral flow evolving on Sym(n; R), the manifold of n×n symmetric
matrices.
In the first example, we combine the Magnus method with three different
techniques for the computation of the exponential matrix: the built-in
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Matlab function expm the low-rank splitting methods of order 4 (Strang
splitting enhanced with the Yoshida technique) and a Krylov subspace
projection approximant.
The Krylov subspace approach is suitable since in the present case we
approximate e tBv for some v ¥ Rn. It is a robust and effective strategy that
outperform many other methods in this kind of problems we take it here as
a reference method.
The specific Krylov approximant that we use is obtained by constructing
an orthogonal basis v1, v2, ..., vk, for the Krylov subspace Sp{v, Av, ...,
Ak−1v}, via the Arnoldi algorithm and by computing Hk=V
T
kBVk, where
Vk=[v1, v2, ..., vk]. The approximant of e tBv is wk=Vke tHke ||v|| and we
choose k so that hk+1, kmk ||v|| [ 10−16, where mk is the absolute value of the
kth component of eHke1. Small magnitude of this quantity corresponds in
our experiments to analogous value of ||e tBv−wk ||.
We have integrated the system yŒ=A(t) y, e1=y0 ¥R30, where ai, i+1(t)=1,
a30, 1(t)=−t and A is zero otherwise. In Fig. 1 we compare the number of
flops corresponding to the same global error for the different implementa-
tions.
The experiments have been performed as follows: we have first computed
the global error gerr at t=5 for the implementation of the Magnus method
with expm, with constant stepsize, for an increasing number N of integra-
tion steps (N=5·2 j for j=1, ..., 5). As a reference solution we computed
the approximation given by the Matlab function ode45 with absolute
tolerance 10−14. We then used gerr as a tolerance for the global error given
by the implementations with splitting and Krylov techniques; whenever the
global error for the given stepsize h=2−j was greater in norm than gerr(j),
h has been replaced with a smaller stepsize.
In Fig. 1 we display the results of this experiment. As can be seen, low-
rank splitting techniques and Krylov subspace methods give comparable
results, both substantially better than expm. In Table I we report the ratios
of the number of flops obtained with expm to the corresponding numbers
for the other two implementations.
In Table II the same values are reported for the Magnus method of order
2. The splitting method is 4th-order. In the first column the global error
is reported for the implementation with expm and for h=2−j with
j=2, ..., 5.
Low-rank splitting methods seem to perform best when the accuracy
required is moderate and it seems a good strategy to combine a Lie-group
integrator of order p with a low-rank splitting method of higher order.
These results are only indicative of the performance of different implemen-
tations and further experimentation would be beneficial. Yet, we believe
that they reflect a general trend.
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FIG. 1. Magnus method of order 4, action of SL(30; R) on R30: Three different
algorithms to approximate the exponential.
Note that Krylov subspace methods have proved themselves very effec-
tive in a wide range of applications (Hochbruck et al., 1998). However,
they do not guarantee that the mapping takes an element of g to G unless
implemented with very high—practically, machine—accuracy. This problem
does not arise for low rank splittings. It is worthwhile to note that both
methods perform well when the dimension n of the problem is large. For
TABLE I
Different Implementations of Exponential Approximants:
4th-Order Magnus, n=30.
Global error expm/Krylov expm/splitting
4.5834 · 10−3 1.18 7.20
2.8749 · 10−4 2.29 4.91
1.7984 · 10−5 3.65 4.45
1.1243 · 10−6 5.55 4.10
7.0271 · 10−8 7.69 3.98
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TABLE II
Different Implementations of Exponential Approximants:
2th-Order Magnus, n=30.
Global error expm/Krylov expm/splitting
2.7609 · 10−1 2.25 13.22
6.9066 · 10−2 3.67 17.97
1.7269 · 10−2 4.05 16.56
4.3175 · 10−3 7.87 16.08
example, the same experiment with n=100 on the interval [0, 1] results in
the operations count recorded in Table III.
In our next numerical experiment we consider the isospectral flow
LŒ=[B(L), L], t \ 0, L(0)=L0 ¥ Sym(n; R), (5.9)
where L ¥ Sym(n; R) and B(L): Sym(n; R)Q so(n; R). The most important
structural feature of (5.9) and the reason for the name ‘‘isospectral flow’’ is
that the eigenvalues of L(t) remain constant for all t \ 0. An intriguing
source for Eqs. (5.9) is Hamiltonian mechanics of Toda lattices. Thus,
consider the Hamiltonian function
H(q, p)=12 C
n
j=1
p2j+C
n
j=1
eqj −qj+1.
Changing variables,
aj=eqj −qj+1, j=1, ..., n−1,
bj=
1
2 pj, j=1, 2, ..., n,
TABLE III
Different Implementations of Exponential Approximants:
2th-Order Magnus, n=100.
Global error expm/Krylov expm/splitting
9.8199 · 10−5 48 25
6.1357 · 10−6 86 42
3.8355 · 10−7 111 40
2.3973 · 10−8 132 31
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we can reformulate the underlying Hamiltonian equations in the Lax
formulation (5.9), where
L=|b1 a1 0 · · · 0a1 z z z x0 z z z 0
x z z z an−1
0 · · · 0 an−1 bn
} , P=| 0 a1 0 · · · 0−a1 z z z x0 z z z 0
x z z z an−1
0 · · · 0 −an−1 0
} .
Other sources of isospectral flows are numerical linear algebra and control
theory (Calvo et al., 1997).
The manifold of all matrices similar to L0 ¥ Sym(n; R) is a homogeneous
space, subject to the action of the orthogonal group O(n; R), namely
l(X, L)=XLXT, X ¥ O(n; R), L ¥ Sym(n; R). We solve (5.9) with n=30
using a fourth-order RK–MK method and compare expm with an
approximant based on order-4 canonical coordinates of the second kind, as
introduced in Subsection 5.5 (but without exploiting sparsity). Our initial
conditions are ai — 12 e
sin p/(2n), bi —`2 sin p2n , which model a system of n
equidistant particles on a semi-circle. Note here that other effective
strategies that exploit the fact that the matrices are tridiagonal and the
specific choice of Lie group can be used, however we are not taking into
consideration here algorithms that are strictly problem dependent and our
results are representative also for different Lie groups and more compli-
cated sparsity structure in the matrices. Table IV reports the rate of
improvement of the CCSK approach, in comparison with the direct use of
expm, for a range of global errors. The rate of improvement is self-evident
and it is compelling to conjecture that it approaches a fixed ratio as the
overall precision tends to zero.
TABLE IV
A Ratio Between the Number of Flops
in the Solution of the Isospectral
Flow (5.9) by a 4th-Order
RK–MK Method.
Global error expm/SKC
3.3029 · 10−5 5.02
2.2366 · 10−6 7.60
1.4361 · 10−7 7.08
9.0754 · 10−9 7.09
5.7005 · 10−10 7.09
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6. CONCLUSIONS
In Section 4 we have derived the cost for Fer and Magnus methods of
orders up to eight. These results are summed up in Table V, where we have
also included initial and tentative results for the extrapolation methods of
Orel (2000). We recall that Magnus methods for order \ 4 require lower
cost than equivalent Fer methods. This, needless to say, does not mean that
the latter are of little virtue in practical computation, since they might well
possess other desirable properties. Moreover, we recall that our results are
upper bounds on cost and complexity. It is entirely possible, exploiting
specific values of coefficients and aggregating terms in an astute manner, to
produce Magnus-type algorithms, for example, that improve upon the
estimates of Table V. This has been recently accomplished by Blanes et al.
(2000) for Magnus expansions of orders six and eight: their algorithms well
be represent complexity of the underlying problem.
Another shortcoming in our analysis is that we have addressed ourselves
solely to the linear case. Both Fer and Magnus methods can be generalized
to a nonlinear setting (Zanna, 1999) but detailed analysis of this construct
from the standpoint of complexity theory has not yet taken place.
In Fig. 2 we have compared the efficiency of a number of numerical
methods, as applied to the Airy equation
YŒ=5 0 1
−t 0
6 Y, 0 [ t [ 10, Y(0)=I, (6.1)
TABLE V
The Cost of Different Lie-Group Methods for
Linear Equations.
Method Order F E C
Fer 2 1 1 0
4 2 2 2
6 3 2 8
8 4 3 45
Magnus 4 2 1 1
6 3 1 6
8 4 1 45
Extrapolation 6 3 3 3
8 9 3 21
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whose exact solution is a linear combination of Airy functions Ai(t)
and Bi(t).
The methods are represented in the following manner:
Fer, solid line,
Magnus, dashed line,
Runge–Kutta, dot-dashed line;
employing the following mark types
p , 2nd order methods,
× , 4th order methods,
+, 6th order methods,
i*, 8th order method.
The solution of (6.1) is an oscillating trajectory with increasing
frequency: Y(t) % t−1/4 cos(23 t
3/2) Y˜, t± 1, where Y˜ is constant. Therefore
the equation represents a formidable challenge in long-term integration.
The poor performance of standard methods and the excellent performance
of Lie-group solvers has been already noted in (Iserles and Nørset, 1999).
Even if the analysis of the previous sections of this paper is not inclusive of
classical Runge–Kutta methods we would like here for the sake of com-
pleteness to compare in the next example the behaviour of different Lie-group
methods and a Runge–Kutta method. First t was restricted to a relatively
small interval [0, 10], hence the dice were loaded in favour of classical
methods. Yet, our comparison demonstrates that even in this situation
some Lie-group solvers (all Magnus methods and lower-order Fer
methods) possess a definite edge over classical methods. Increasing the
interval length, the superiority of Magnus methods become even more
pronounced (compare with Fig. 2).
Insofar as the approximation of the exponential function is concerned,
our results are of a more tentative nature. Yet, they are reassuring in one
important aspect: methods that respect the Lie-group structure need not be
more expensive than classical approximants! As splitting methods are
increasingly designed to take advantage of sparsity, their efficiency will be
even further enhanced.
The single most important lesson from this initial foray into complexity
analysis of Lie-group methods is that the formidable advantages accruing
by respecting the geometry of a differential equation need not lead to a
prohibitive computational cost. To the contrary, better understanding and
modelling of the underlying mathematical structure help computation and
render it more efficient.
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FIG. 2. The efficiency of various methods applied to the Airy problem.
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